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Abstract

Since 1983, Social Security benefits have been subject to income taxation, a

provision that can significantly increase the marginal income tax rate for older

individuals. To assess the impact of this tax, we construct and calibrate a detailed

life-cycle model of labor supply, saving and Social Security claiming. We find that in

a long-run stationary environment, replacing the taxation of Social Security benefits

with a revenue-equivalent increase in the payroll tax would significantly increase

labor supply, consumption and welfare. From an ex-ante perspective an even more

desirable reform would be to make the portion of benefits subject to income taxes

completely independent of other income.
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1 Introduction

The sustainability of the Social Security system has been a pressing concern for several

decades. Even after a number of reforms, the system’s trust fund is expected to be depleted

in 2035 (Social Security Administration, 2016a). Many observers also fear that Social

Security unduly discourages labor supply and private saving. The extensive literature on

potential Social Security reforms thus continues to grow. There are nonetheless provisions

of Social Security that remain relatively unexamined. In this paper we focus on one such

provision, the income taxation of Social Security benefits.

According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO, 2015), in 2014 about half of So-

cial Security recipients owed income taxes on their Social Security benefits. An important

feature of these taxes is that the amount of Social Security benefits subject to taxation is

an increasing function of the beneficiaries’ “combined” income, which includes earnings.1

At certain income levels, each additional dollar of earnings, in addition to being taxable

itself, adds 50-85 cents of Social Security benefits to taxable income, increasing the ef-

fective marginal income tax rate on these earnings by 50% to 85%. The effects of this

provision are thus potentially quite large.

The income taxation of Social Security benefits is a mechanism distinct from the Social

Security Earnings Test, where earnings above a certain threshold result in a reduction

in current Social Security benefits and an increase in future benefits. The effects of

the Earnings Test, and in particular its partial elimination through the Senior Citizens

Freedom to Work Act of 2000, have been studied extensively: see the review in Engelhardt

and Kumar (2014). In contrast, only a few studies have analyzed the effects of taxing

Social Security benefits, and none of them have developed models that formalize the

dynamic aspects of the taxes. To fill this gap in the literature, we develop a heterogeneous-

agent, life-cycle model,and use it to assess the effects of taxing Social Security benefits on

1Combined income is the total of adjusted gross income, interest on tax-exempt bonds, and 50% of
Social Security benefits and Tier I Railroad Retirement Benefits.
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asset accumulation, employment at old ages, Social Security claiming, and welfare.

Using a dynamic model allows individuals to respond to benefit taxation along multiple

dimensions. For example, if a beneficiary’s unearned income is sufficiently high, she will

pay the maximum possible taxes on her Social Security benefits even if she does not

work at all. In a static framework, this results in a pure income effect that encourages

work (Page and Conway, 2015). In a dynamic framework, people can also adjust their

asset accumulation and the age at which they first claim Social Security benefits. Such

responses may attenuate the income effect. Using a dynamic framework allows for the

intertemporal substitution of labor as well. Individuals may respond to higher tax rates

in retirement by shifting their labor supply to earlier ages, or they may view the taxation

of retirement benefits, which depend on their lifetime earnings, as a reduction in their

total labor compensation at every age.

Because the revenues raised by taxing Social Security benefits are dedicated to the

Social Security and Medicare trust funds, the most likely alternative to this tax is the

payroll tax, the principal revenue source for the two trust funds. In all of our experiments,

changes in the income taxation of Social Security benefits will be accompanied by surplus-

balancing changes in the Social Security payroll tax rate. The two tax mechanisms differ

in three important ways. First, the burden of payroll taxes falls heavily on young and

middle-aged people, who arguably have a smaller labor supply elasticity than the elderly

people who receive Social Security benefits (French and Jones 2012, Karabarbounis 2016).

Second, payroll taxes impose fewer distortions on asset accumulation and Social Security

claiming decisions. Third, income taxes are progressive. In contrast, the payroll tax for

Social Security is regressive, as earnings above an upper bound are not taxed at all, and

earnings below are taxed at a flat rate.

We conduct these experiments using an extension of the Bewley-Aiyagari-Huggett

framework that includes a detailed model of Social Security and the income taxation of

benefits. In the model, individuals face uncertain wages, health, health spending, and
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survival. They choose how much to work and save, and when to claim Social Security

benefits. Consistent with the empirical evidence (Aaronson and French, 2004), as older

workers transit into part-time jobs their wages fall. The government collects income,

payroll and consumption taxes, and provides Social Security, Medicare and means-tested

social insurance. The timing of Social Security claims affects the amount of benefits, the

treatment of the Earnings Test, and the level of income taxes. We calibrate the model

to match the 2006 US economy and use it to examine the effect of replacing the income

taxes on Social Security benefits with payroll taxes.

In the structural analysis of Social Security reforms, little attention has been paid to

the taxation of Social Security benefits (e.g., Feldstein and Liebman 2002). Our analytical

framework is similar to that of Imrohoroğlu and Kitao (2012), expanded to include benefit

taxation and labor supply decisions after age 70. The paper also adds to the large body of

work on life-cycle labor supply decisions (see, e.g., the review in Blundell et al. 2016). Our

contribution to this literature is to carefully model the tax incentives of elderly workers

and discuss their implications for labor supply.

Although there are, to our knowledge, no existing structural analyses of the Social

Security benefits tax, there are a few non-structural empirical studies.2 Here two papers

are of note. Burman et al. (2014) exploit the fact that Social Security benefits are taxable

only when combined income exceeds a statutory threshold. Finding that the income

of older workers is not bunched around this threshold, they argue that the benefit tax

has little impact, perhaps because of its complicated structure. But if workers cannot

modulate their labor very precisely, because of fixed costs in labor supply, pronounced

bunching may not appear (Chetty 2012; Engelhardt and Kumar 2014). Perhaps more

important, analyses of bunching cannot identify responses along the extensive margin.

Our model, which includes fixed cost of work and reentry the labor market, allows us

2While Kopecky and Koreshkova (2014) and Braun et al. (2016) explicitly model benefit taxation, in
their framework the retirement age is fixed and Social Security beneficiaries are unable to work.
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to examine participation decisions. Page and Conway (2015) find that the introduction

of benefit taxation in 1983 increased the labor force participation of the highest income

people, for whom the tax generated (in a static framework) an income loss but no change

in marginal tax rates. Our framework allows us to consider effects across the entire income

distribution and life cycle. Perhaps more important, Page and Conway’s approach exploits

a one-time change in the taxation rules introduced in 1983. Our model, which is identified

by life-cycle variation, can be applied to the current taxation regime, which has been stable

in nominal terms since 1993.

In addition to allowing us to consider a broad range of labor supply decisions, our

structural model allows us to perform counterfactual policy analyses. We have four prin-

cipal findings. The first finding is that replacing the taxation of Social Security benefits

with a revenue-equivalent increase in the payroll tax would significantly increase labor

supply, consumption and welfare. The work disincentives of the benefit tax are most

potent at older ages, when labor supply is very elastic. Replacing it with the payroll tax,

which affects all ages evenly, is beneficial. The second finding is that benefit taxation

affects the aggregate labor supply primarily through the extensive margin. To reproduce

the observed distribution of hours, and following a number of earlier studies, our model

includes a fixed cost of work. The fixed cost leads most individuals to work either full

time or not at all. In practice, most Social Security beneficiaries do not need to know

the exact benefit taxation formula: when deciding whether to work, they need only to

know that working will lead to significantly higher income taxes. Our third finding is

that the effects of eliminating benefit taxation are larger than the effects of eliminating

the remainder of the Earnings Test. This finding is in part driven by our assumption

that workers understand that benefits withheld through the Earnings Test are credited to

future benefits, but it is also in part driven by interactions between the income taxation

of benefits and the Earnings Test. Because the effects of benefit taxation are bounded

by the total amount of benefits, the reduction of benefits through the Earnings Test at-
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tenuates the (immediate) effect of the benefits tax. Removing the Earnings Test exposes

more benefits to taxation.

Our final finding is that from an ex-ante perspective the most desirable reform would

be to continue taxing Social Security benefits but make the portion of benefits taxable

independent of other income such as earnings and asset income. Like most tax provi-

sions, the taxation of benefits generates both income and substitution effects. The largest

substitution effect comes from the way in which higher earnings can lead to higher ben-

efit taxes. Making the taxation of Social Security benefits unconditional severs this link,

encouraging work. This reform has the additional benefit of increasing benefit-based in-

come tax revenues, which in turn allows the government to lower the payroll tax rate.

Replacing the regressive payroll taxes with progressive income taxes increases aggregate

welfare. One drawback of this reform is that its effects vary greatly by age. While the

young benefit, the increase in benefit-related income taxes harms older individuals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the current rules

for taxing Social Security benefits; Section 3 presents the model; Section 4 describes the

calibration and the benchmark economy; Section 5 conducts counterfactual experiments;

Section 6 discusses an extension of the model within which individuals have limited in-

formation about benefit taxation; and Section 7 concludes.

2 Institutional Background

Aiming to increase Social Security revenues and to make the treatment of Social Security

benefits more like that of private pensions, the 1983 Social Security Amendment intro-

duced income taxes on Social Security benefits.3 Under the amendment, if a taxpayer’s

combined income – the sum of adjusted gross income (AGI), interest on tax-exempt bonds,

and 50% of Social Security benefits – exceeded a threshold ($25,000 for an individual),

3A more detailed history of the legislation can be found in Meyerson (2014).
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the amount of benefits subject to income taxation were the lesser of 50% of the benefits

or 50% of the combined income in excess of the threshold. Ten years later, the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 introduced a second, higher threshold ($34,000 for an

individual). For taxpayers with income in excess of the second threshold, the amount of

benefits subject to income taxation were increased to the sum of: 50% of the difference

between the second and first thresholds; and 85% of any combined income in excess of the

second threshold, up to 85% of total benefits. Because neither threshold has been indexed

for inflation, the number of beneficiaries affected by these provisions is rising over time.
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Figure 1: Taxation of Social Security Benefits
Note: Calculations for a person receiving an annual Social Security benefit of $15,942.

Figure 1 illustrates the benefit taxation rules for an individual who receives an an-

nual Social Security benefit of $15,942.4 Figure 1(a) plots taxable Social Security benefits

against combined income, holding total Social Security benefits fixed but allowing other

sources of income (such as earnings) to vary. Once combined income reaches the initial

threshold of $25,000, each additional dollar of income adds 50 cents of Social Security ben-

efits to taxable income. Once the second threshold of $34,000 is reached, each additional

4This is the annual benefit for an average retired worker (2015 Social Security statistical supplement).
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dollar of income adds 85 cents of Social Security benefits to taxable income until 85%

of Social Security benefits are taxed; in the current example the taxable limit of $13,551

(= $15,942×0.85) is reached at a combined income of $44,648.5 Figure 1(b) shows the

increase in taxable income associated with a $1 increase in earnings. Between the first and

second thresholds, each additional dollar of earnings adds 1.5 dollars to taxable income;

after the second threshold, the ratio increases to 1.85, until the maximum is reached.

In a static model, this way of taxing Social Security benefits has no effect on people

with combined income below the first threshold, a pure income effect for people with

income above the maximum, and a combination of income and substitution effects on

people with income between these two boundary points. The range of tax distortions is

increasing in the Social Security benefit, and thus depends on the beneficiary’s claiming

decisions and lifetime earnings.

3 Model

3.1 Demographics

The population consists of overlapping generations. Let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} denote age,

where J represents the maximum life span. Let sj(hj) denote the survival rate be-

tween periods, which depends on each individual’s age and idiosyncratic health status,

hj ∈ {good, bad}. The population grows at the constant rate χ.

3.2 Preferences

Each period, surviving individuals receive utility from consumption (c) and leisure (l)

according to the function u(c, l). Leisure in turn depends on hours of work, nj, health,

5As [$44, 648− $34, 000]× 0.85 + [$34, 000− $25, 000]× 0.5 = $13, 551.
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and labor market participation in the previous period (nj−1):

lj = 1− φhI{hj=bad} − φnI{nj>0} − φreI{nj−1=0 and nj>0} − nj, (1)

where IA is the 0-1 indicator function that takes the value of 1 when event A occurs. The

term φhI{h=bad} reflects the time cost of bad health, aiming to reproduce the empirical

observation that unhealthy people work less. The term φnI{n>0} captures the fixed time

costs of work, aiming to reproduce the observation that most people work full time or not

at all (see, e.g., Cogan 1981 and French and Jones 2012). The term φreI{nj−1=0 and nj>0}

captures the time cost of reentering the labor market, aiming to reproduce the observa-

tion that most people do not repeatedly enter and exit the labor market in response to

transitory changes in wages. Similar specifications for leisure have been used in, among

other studies, French (2005) and French and Jones (2011).

When they die, individuals receive warm-glow utility from bequests according to the

function v(a), where a denotes the amount of assets bequeathed. Future utility is dis-

counted using the factor β.

3.3 Earnings

Individuals who work at age j receive the wage wj,

wj = wεjηj

(nj
n̄

)ζ
. (2)

where w is the unit wage, εj is an age-specific life-cycle productivity level, and ηj is an

idiosyncratic productivity shock following a Markov process with transitions Πη(ηj, ηj+1).

The final term, [nj/n]ζ , imposes a penalty for working less than the full-time work load

of n̄. Aaronson and French (2004) show that part-time workers earn lower wages; potential

explanations include fixed costs on the employer’s side and the loss of human capital as
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older workers transit from career to bridge jobs (Ruhm 1990, Giandrea et al. 2009).

Following Aaronson and French (2004), we set ζ to 0.415, implying that half-time workers

are paid 25% less than full-time workers. Imposing the part-time earnings adjustment

leads total earnings, Wj = wjnj, to have increasing returns to scale in hours of work.

This feature combines with the fixed time cost of work to encourage full-time work.

3.4 Medical Expenditure and Health Insurance

Each individual’s health status (hj) changes stochastically over the life cycle, following a

Markov process with the age-dependent transitions Πh
j (hj, hj+1). Health status affects in-

dividuals through three channels: the survival probability, the participation cost of work-

ing, and medical expenditures. Total medical expenditures, denoted by mj = mj(hj, εj),

depend on age, health, and the idiosyncratic white noise shock εj, which follows the

stationary distribution Π(ε). Health insurance coverage is universal: Medicare covers all

individuals 65 and older (j ≥ JM), and private health insurance covers the rest of the pop-

ulation.6 The medical expenses paid by the individuals themselves can be split into two

parts: insurance premiums, pj, which are paid at the beginning of each period before the

medical spending shocks for that period are revealed; and co-payments, Qj

(
mj(hj, εj)

)
,

which are paid at the end of each period after the shocks are revealed. Premiums and

co-payments follow

pj =

 ppriv if j < JM

pmcr otherwise,

Qj

(
mj(hj, εj)

)
=

 κprivmj(hj, εj) if j < JM

κmcrmj(hj, εj) otherwise,

6The model abstracts from heterogeneity in private insurance access. Dynamic models with different
insurance eligibility and insurance take-up include Jeske and Kitao (2009) and Pashchenko and Pora-
pakkarm (2013).
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where the superscripts “priv” and “mcr” denote, respectively, private insurance and Medi-

care, and κi, i ∈ {priv,mcr} is the coinsurance rate.

3.5 Government

The government collects taxes and provides social insurance. The difference between the

government’s revenues and its transfer spending is absorbed by direct spending (G). The

government also appropriates all bequests, which it then distributes equally among all

living individuals, each of whom receives the transfer B.

Social Security. Let JE denote the Early Retirement Age (ERA), JN denote the

Normal Retirement age (NRA), and JL denote the Late Retirement Age (LRA). Individu-

als can choose any age from the ERA of 62 to the LRA of 70 to claim their Social Security

benefits. Social Security recipients receive benefits according to Akss(ej). The variable ej

is an index of the individual’s earnings over her 35 highest earnings years. The piecewise

linear function ss(·) determines the benefits received if Social Security is first claimed

at the normal retirement age JN . The final term, Ak, is an adjustment factor based on

the benefit claiming age k, reflecting early retirement penalties and delayed retirement

credits, with AJN ≡ 1.

Until benefits are claimed, ej is updated any time that current earnings qualify as

one of the 35 highest annual totals. Once Social Security benefits have been claimed,

ej is updated to only reflect the benefits that are withheld due to the Earnings Test.7

Beneficiaries who are below the NRA and have labor income in excess of the earning

limit yetj have their benefits withheld at a rate of τ etj : for each additional dollar earned,

Social Security benefits are reduced by τ etj , until all benefits are withheld. Let T et
j denote

benefits lost through the Earnings Test, and let ss∗j denote the remaining benefits. We

7In actual practice, ej continues to be updated for high current earnings even after benefit claiming.
This is a relatively rare event, however, and in the interest of simplicity we rule it out.
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have

T et
j (ssj,Wj) = min

{
ssj, τ etj max{0, Wj − yetj }

}
, (3)

ss∗j(ssj,Wj) = ssj − T et
j (ssj,Wj). (4)

Any such reductions in current benefits, however, are offset by permanent increases in

future benefits, implemented in our framework through increases in ej+1.
8 The net incen-

tive generated by the Earnings Test depends on whether the increases in future benefits

are actuarially fair; because the current crediting formula is considered actuarially fair for

the average person, for most workers the net tax rate associated with the Earnings Test

is small.

Taxes. The government collects income taxes, consumption taxes, payroll taxes, and

Medicare premiums. Payroll taxes consist of two parts: a Medicare tax imposed on all

earned income at the flat rate τmcr, and a Social Security tax imposed on earned income

up to the taxable threshold yss at the flat rate τ ss. Consumption taxes are imposed on

all consumption goods at the flat rate τ c. Income taxes are progressive and are based on

taxable income yj according to the tax function T (yj). Taxable income itself is the sum

of asset income (raj), earnings (Wj) and the taxable portion of Social Security benefits,

SS(ss∗j , raj,Wj).

Means-Tested Social Insurance. Means-tested social insurance can be thought

of as a combination of TANF, SNAP, SSI, uncompensated medical care and Medicaid.

Following the practice established by Hubbard et al. (1995), we assume that this program

provides a consumption floor of cj. At the beginning of each period means-tested transfers

are given by

trj = max{0, (1 + τ c)cj − ydj }, (5)

8This is a simplification, as in actual practice benefits are adjusted only after a person reaches the
NRA.
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where ydj denotes total financial resources – the sum of assets, after-tax income and dis-

tributed bequests, less insurance premiums – prior to receiving means-tested transfers:

ydj = (1 + r)aj +Wj + ss∗j(ssj,Wj)− T
(
raj +Wj + SS(ss∗j , raj,Wj)

)
− τmcrWj − τ ss min{Wj, y

ss}+B − pj. (6)

3.6 The Individual’s Problem

Individuals can be characterized by their age j and the six-element state vector xj =

{aj, ηj, hj, ej, bj−1, nj−1}, where aj records assets carried over from period j − 1, ηj is the

idiosyncratic productivity shock, hj is the health status, ej is the earnings index, bj−1 is

an indicator function for receiving Social Security in the previous period, and nj−1 records

labor force participation in the previous period.

At the beginning of each period, individuals choose labor hours and whether to file

a Social Security claim (if they are age-eligible and have not already claimed). Claiming

allows them to receive Social Security benefits from the current period forward, and is

not reversible. At this point, individuals’ financial resources consist of their labor income,

assets and asset income, Social Security benefits, and lump-sum bequest transfers, net

of taxes and health insurance premiums. If this amount is below the consumption floor,

government transfers via means-tested insurance bridge the gap. Individuals then choose

how much to consume out of their (post-transfer) financial resources. They can save, but

borrowing constraints prevent them from consuming more than their current resources.

At the end of each period, medical expenditure shocks are realized. If out-of-pocket

medical expenditures exceed available (post-consumption) resources, assets in the next

period, aj+1, are negative. The survival shock is realized. Individuals who die receive

warm-glow utility from bequests, while surviving individuals realize their new productivity

shocks (ηj+1) and health shocks (hj+1), and enter the next period with state vector xj+1 =
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{aj+1, ηj+1, hj+1, ej+1, bj, nj}.

In recursive form, the individual’s problem is

Vj(xj) = max
cj ,nj ,bj

{
u(cj, lj) + βEj[sj(hj)Vj+1(xj+1) + (1− sj(hj))v(aj+1)]

}
subject to equations (1)-(6) and:

(1 + τ c)cj ≤ ydj + trj, (7)

aj+1 = ydj + trj − (1 + τ c)cj −Qj

(
mj(hj, εj)

)
, (8)

ej+1 = fj(ej,Wj, bj−1, bj). (9)

Equation (7) prohibits borrowing to fund current goods consumption. Equation (8) de-

scribes the law of motion for assets. Note that individuals are allowed to take on medical

expense debt. Last, equation (9) describes the law of motion of the earnings index ej,

which depends on age, the index’s current value, current earnings, and Social Security

recipiency status.

3.7 Stationary Equilibrium

Our approach will be to take wages and the interest rate from the data, and to find the

private insurance premium and government policies that produce budget balance for a

stationary distribution of individuals. Our equilibrium concept is identical to the one

used in Kitao (2014).

Definition 1. A stationary equilibrium is a collection of government policies, a lump-sum

transfer, a private health insurance premium, policy functions, and a distribution µ(x̃),

x̃ = [xj
′, εj, j]

′, of individuals, such that the following conditions hold.

1. Given government policies, the lump-sum transfer, the private health insurance pre-
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mium, and the policy functions are the solutions to the individual problem described

in subsection 3.6.

2. The government budget is balanced:

∫ [
τ cc+ T

(
ra+W + SS(ss∗, ra,W )

)
+ τmcrW + τ ss min{W, yss}

+ T et
j (ss,W ) + pmcrIj≥JM

]
µ(x̃) dx̃

= G+

∫ [
ss+ tr + (m−Q)Ij≥JM

]
µ(x̃) dx̃;

3. Health insurers earn zero profits:

ppriv
∫
Ij<JM µ(x̃) dx̃ =

∫
(m−Q)Ij<JM µ(x̃) dx̃;

4. Total lump-sum transfers equal the assets of deceased individuals:

(1 + r)

∫
(1− s(x̃))a′(x̃) µ(x̃) dx̃ = (1 + χ)B;

5. The distribution of individuals is stationary.

4 Calibration and Benchmark Economy

4.1 Data

Our principal data source is the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS). The MEPS

is a rotating panel, with each individual interviewed multiple times over a two-year pe-

riod. We use panels 10 and 11, which were collected around 2006, just prior to the Great

Recession, for data on employment, health insurance, health status, and medical expen-

ditures. Because our model does not account for child-rearing, we consider employment
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data only for men.9 For all other uses, we include both genders.

To estimate median asset holdings by age, we use the 2004 Survey of Consumer Fi-

nances (SCF).10 Because the benchmark model is calibrated to match the 2006 US econ-

omy, all values are denominated in 2006 dollars, unless otherwise stated.

4.2 Demographics and Health

Each generation enters the economy at age 20 and lives up to 100. The growth rate of

new entrants (χ) is set to 1.1%, the long-run average population growth rate in the US.

The health measure is derived from the MEPS’s question about perceived health status,

which is answered on a scale of one (excellent) to five (poor). Following Imrohoroğlu and

Kitao (2012), bad health is defined as having an average score (over a year span) that

is greater than three, and good health is defined as the complement. Table 1 shows the

transition probabilities for health status. Survival rates by health status are set to match

those in Imrohoroğlu and Kitao (2012) and are displayed in Figure 2(a).

Table 1: Annual Transition Matrices for Health Status by Age Group

Age Health Good Bad Age Health Good Bad
20-29 good 0.97 0.03 50-59 good 0.91 0.09

bad 0.61 0.39 bad 0.30 0.70
30-39 good 0.96 0.04 60-69 good 0.92 0.08

bad 0.48 0.52 bad 0.28 0.72
40-49 good 0.94 0.06 70+ good 0.86 0.14

bad 0.39 0.61 bad 0.29 0.71

Source: MEPS Panels 10 and 11.

We allow the medical spending shock ε to take on three values. As in Kitao (2014),

we capture the long tail in the distribution of medical expenses by using: a small shock

with a 60% probability, a medium shock with a 35% probability, and a large shock with

9An individual is coded as participating in the labor force if he was employed at the point of any
interview date in the year of 2006.

10Assets for married couples are split evenly.
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Figure 2: Survival Rates and Age Efficiency Profile

a 5% probability. Table 2 reports the distribution of medical expenses by age and health

status. The coinsurance rate for Medicare, κmcr, is set to 38% percent to target the ratio

of average Medicare payments to average medical expenses found among people aged 65

and above in the MEPS. The Medicare premium is set to $1,700, which is the sum of

Part B and Part D premiums in 2006 (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services). The

coinsurance rate for private insurance, κpriv, is set to 27% to match the MEPS payment

data for those who are covered by private insurance and are under the age of 65. The

private health insurance premium ppriv is set to solve the insurance firm’s zero profit

condition and takes an annual value of $2,217 in the benchmark economy.

4.3 Endowments and Preferences

The life-cycle productivity profile is based on the profile for healthy workers with “tied”

wages found in French (2005).11 We normalize the age-20 productivity level to 1. As

11The wage profiles are the combination of a base profile and an adjustment for selection bias. Because
the wage bias series in French (2005) stops at age 58, we spline the original estimate to create the wage
bias series for ages 59-75 as in French and Jones (2011). We assume wages are constant from age 75
forward to age 84. We are grateful to Eric French for sharing these data.
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Table 2: Annual Medical Expenditures by Age Group and Health Status

Age Health 0-60% 61-95% 96-100% Age Health 0-60% 61-95% 96-100%
20-29 good 128 2,165 14,172 50-59 good 677 4,948 28,936

bad 426 5,917 24,472 bad 2,492 16,442 76,699
30-39 good 210 2,796 18,486 60-69 good 1,226 6,615 32,962

bad 806 7,361 38,643 bad 3,180 18,070 81,104
40-49 good 292 2,819 15,979 70+ good 1,948 9,512 43,941

bad 1,222 11,491 62,916 bad 4,254 21,033 70,241

Source: MEPS Panels 10 and 11.

shown in Figure 2(b), we assume that the age-productivity profile goes to zero at age

85. We model the log of the idiosyncratic productivity shock η using a five-state Markov

chain, which we set to approximate a first-order auto-regressive process with a persistence

parameter of 0.97 and an innovation variance of 0.018, as in Heathcote et al. (2010).

A number of preference parameters are calibrated by fitting the model to a set of

empirical targets. Table 3 lists the parameters and associated targets, and shows the

model’s fit.

The flow utility function is specialized as:

u(c, l) =
1

1− σ
(
cγl1−γ

)1−σ
,

where l denotes leisure and is defined in equation (1). γ determines the weight on con-

sumption relative to leisure and is calibrated so that an average worker spends 33% of

her disposable time on her job.12 The parameter φn determines the fixed cost of working

and is calibrated to match the average employment rate of people aged 62-69, the group

deciding when to claim Social Security benefits. The parameter φh determines the time

cost of being in bad health and is set to match the difference in employment between

good-health and bad-health individuals in the 62-69 age group. The parameter φre deter-

12If an individual has 16 waking hours each day, a workload of 2,000 hours absorbs 34.25% of her
annual time endowment.
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mines the cost of reentering the labor market and is calibrated to match the reentry rate

of individuals aged 62-69. We set σ to 7.5, the (approximate) value estimated by French

(2005) and French and Jones (2011), who use utility functions and wage processes very

similar to ours. Setting σ to 7.5 implies a coefficient of relative risk aversion (1−γ(1−σ))

of 2.77, which is in line with the results in French (2005), French and Jones (2011) and

De Nardi et al. (2010).

Deceased individuals derive utility from bequests according to

v(a) = ψ1
(ψ2 + max{a, 0})γ(1−σ)

1− σ
, (10)

where ψ2 is set to $500,000, as in De Nardi (2004) and French (2005). ψ1 is calibrated

to match the median assets of individuals aged 70-79, a relatively older age group. The

maximum operator is added to ensure that any debt due to medical expenditure shocks

is waived upon death.

The discount factor β is set to match the median assets of individuals aged 40-49, an

age group accumulating wealth for retirement. The pre-tax interest rate is set to 0.05 per

year, the value suggested in Cooley (1995). The unit wage rate w is set to generate average

earnings of $38,650, the earnings level for 2006 used by the Social Security Administration

in its indexing calculations (Social Security Administration, 2015).

4.4 Government

We calibrate government policy parameters to those in effect in 2006.

Social Security. Social Security benefits are given by Akss(ej), where ej is an index

of the individual’s earnings over her working life and ss(·) is a piecewise linear function

determining the Primary Insurance Amount (PIA), the benefit received when Social Se-

curity is first claimed at the normal retirement age (NRA) JN . Ak is an adjustment factor

based on the benefit claiming age k, reflecting early retirement penalties and delayed re-
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Table 3: Calibrated Parameters

Parameter Value Targets Model Data
β 0.985 Median assets for individuals aged 40-49 ($000’s) 91.881 91.541
γ 0.273 Average work hours for workers 0.333 0.335
φn 0.068 Participation rate for individuals aged 62-69 0.509 0.485
φh 0.133 Participation for good-health aged 62-69 / 2.275 2.269

participation for bad-health aged 62-69
φre 0.066 Reentry rate for individuals aged 62-69 0.053 0.054
ψ1 (000’s) 28.659 Median assets for individuals aged 70-79 ($000’s) 142.428 141.983
w (000’s) 74.079 Average earnings for workers ($000’s) 38.651 38.477

Note: Participation targets based on data from the MEPS. Asset targets based on data from the SCF.
See Section 4.1 for more detail. Targets for hours and earnings are described in Section 4.3

tirement credits, with AJN ≡ 1. The NRA and the adjustment factors are set to match

the rules for the 1940 birth cohort, which reaches its NRA in 2006.

Under the 2006 rules, the PIA formula is

ss(ej) =



0.9ej if ej ≤ 7872

7084.8 + 0.32(ej − 7872) if 7872 < ej ≤ 47460

19753.0 + 0.15(ej − 47460) if 47460 < ej ≤ 94200

26764.0 otherwise.

(11)

Rather than track the individual’s claiming age – and add a variable to the state vector xj –

when an individual first claims Social Security we replace ej+1 with ẽj+1, where ss(ẽj+1) =

Akss(ej+1), and use (ẽj+1) and Ãk = 1 in all ensuing calculations.13

An additional complication is that individuals who claim Social Security benefits before

the NRA may have their benefits reduced through the Earnings Test: for those aged 64

and below, the tax rate τ etj is 0.5 and the earning threshold yetj is $12,480; for those

aged 65, the tax rate is 0.33 and the earnings threshold is $33,240. These mechanisms

13By way of example, suppose a person aged 62 has an earnings index e62 of $10,000 per year. Under
the 2006 rules shown in equation (11), her PIA is ss(e62) = $7,765.8. If she made an early claim at age
62, her monthly benefit would be reduced by 22.5%, to $6,018.5. Instead of tracking the monthly benefit,
we reduce the earnings index to ẽ63 = $6,687.2, as ss(ẽ63) = $6,018.5.
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are captured in T et
j (ssj,Wj), as defined in equation (3). Moreover, benefits clawed back

through the Earnings Test are credited to future benefits, using the adjustment factors

just described, with the credit to ej+1 proportional to T et
j .14

The index ej equals the beneficiary’s average earnings over her 35 highest earnings

years prior to claiming. Because keeping track of 35 years of earnings is infeasible, we use

an approximation similar to that used by Imrohoroğlu and Kitao (2012). For those who

have not claimed Social Security benefits or reached the ERA, ej is updated each period

using its previous value and current earnings. Once an individual reaches the ERA, but

before she claims Social Security benefits, ej is updated whenever her current earnings

exceed the existing index. Once Social Security benefits have been claimed, ej is updated

to only reflect the benefits that are withheld due to the Earnings Test. The resulting

formula is

ej+1 =



[
(j − 1)ej +Wj

]
/j if j < JE

max
{
ej,
[
(j − 1)ej +Wj

]
/j
}

if j ≥ JE, bj−1 = 0, bj = 0

ss−1
(
Ajss(ej) + T et

j (Ajss(ej),Wj)
(Aj+1

Aj
− 1
))

if JN > j ≥ JE, bj−1 = 0, bj = 1

ss−1
(
ss(ej) + T et

j (ss(ej),Wj)
(Aj+1

Aj
− 1
))

if JN > j ≥ JE, bj−1 = 1, bj = 1

ss−1
(
Aj × ss(ej)

)
if j ≥ JN , bj−1 = 0, bj = 1

ej otherwise

where ss−1(·), converting benefits into values of the earnings index, is the inverse of the

function in equation (11).

Taxes. The Social Security payroll tax rate τ ss is 12.4 percent, and the taxable

earnings limit yss is $94,200. The Medicare payroll tax rate τmcr is 2.9 percent. The

consumption tax rate τ c is set to 6.0 percent, as summarized in Mendoza et al. (1994).

As described in Section 2, the portion of Social Security benefits subject to income

14In particular, each dollar withheld through the Earnings Test at age j increases future benefits by(Aj+1

Aj
−1
)

dollars, i.e., at the same rate as benefits grow when claiming is delayed from age j to age j+1.
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taxes depends on the net benefits themselves, ss∗j(ssj,Wj), and “combined income”, Y CI
j =

raj +Wj + 0.5ss∗j . The exact formula is

SS(ss∗j , raj,Wj) =


0 if Y CI

j < 25000

min{0.5ss∗j , 0.5(Y CI
j − 25000)} if 25000 ≤ Y CI

j < 34000

min{0.85ss∗j , 4500 + 0.85(Y CI
j − 34000)} otherwise.

Total taxable income yj is in turn the sum of earnings, asset income and taxable Social

Security benefits:

yj = raj +Wj + SS(ss∗j , raj,Wj).

We model income taxes using the functional form estimated by Gouveia and Strauss

(1994):

T (yj) = λ0[yj − (y−λ1j + λ2)
−1/λ1 ].

The parameter λ0 determines the level of the average tax rate, while λ1 controls the

progressivity of the tax code. These two parameters are set, respectively, to 0.258 and

0.768, as in Gouveia and Strauss (1994). λ2 is a scaling parameter and is calibrated so

that in a balanced budget equilibrium direct government spending (G) equals about 23

percent of total earned income.15

Means-Tested Insurance. In the model means-tested social insurance provides a

consumption floor (cj) of $3,000 for individuals under age 65, and of $6,377 for individuals

aged 65 and above. The first consumption floor of $3,000 is close to the values used by

Kitao (2014) ($3,760 in 2006 dollars) and De Nardi et al. (2010) ($3,280). The second

consumption floor of $6,377 is set to be 16.5% of average earnings as in Kopecky and

Koreshkova (2014), reflecting that the government provides more means-test transfers via

Medicaid and SSI to the elderly population.

15Direct spending is about 15% of GDP (The World Bank, 2016), and labor income comprises about
two-thirds of GDP.
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4.5 Benchmark Economy

Employment. As shown in Figure 3, the model fits well both the aggregate life-cycle

employment profile and the disaggregated profiles for good and bad health. In particular,

the model captures the sharp drop in employment after the ERA of 62. As discussed

below, part of the drop is explained by the income tax treatment of Social Security

benefits. In line with the data, the model also produces a substantial number of older

people who continue to work after age 70.
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Figure 3: Rate of Employment by Age
Source: Employment data for male respondents in MEPS panels 10 and 11.
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Figure 4: Rate of Social Security Recipiency by Age
Notes: The claiming rate for the data is computed as the age-by-age ratio of male retired worker benefi-
ciaries from the 2007 Statistical Supplement (Social Security Administration 2008, Table 5.A1.1) to the
intercensal population estimates for men in 2006 (United States Census Bureau, 2016).

Social Security Claims. Figure 4(a) compares the model-generated claiming profile

to the observed claiming profile. Although the model does not target these data, it

matches the general pattern of Social Security claims. In particular, the model correctly

predicts that most individuals do not claim benefits at the ERA of 62, even though early

filing maximizes expected discounted benefits (at an assumed after-tax interest rate of

4.25%). Within our model, there are at least two reasons why individuals defer claiming

their benefits. First, risk-averse individuals will defer claiming in order to have higher

benefits should they live to unexpectedly old ages (Imrohoroğlu and Kitao, 2012). Second,

claiming decisions are distorted by the combination of the Earnings Test and the income

tax on Social Security benefits.

Assets and Earnings. As shown in Figure 5(a), consistent with the data, individuals

in the model do not reduce asset holdings after retirement. This reflects the bequest

motive, precautionary saving for health spending, and mortality bias – people with bad

health are more likely to both have small assets and die young. Average assets drop
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Figure 5: Median Assets and Mean Earnings Index by Age
Notes: Observed asset values are from the 2004 SCF, while the earnings index is constructed from the
2006 Social Security Earnings Public Use File.

slightly before 65, when some individuals retire early, live on their assets, and wait to

claim their Social Security benefits.

Figure 5(b) compares the life-cycle profile of the earnings index (ej) generated by

the model to the earnings index implied by the data.16 To construct the latter, we take

earnings histories from the 2006 Social Security Earnings Public Use File and calculate

earnings in the same way as in our model.17 Figure 5(b) shows that the model over-

predicts the growth of the earnings index before age 40 but matches reasonably well the

flat pattern after age 40. The discrepancy between model and data is likely due to the

fact that in the data the upper bound on taxable earnings has increased over time: the

real value of the upper bound in the 1960s is about 40-50% of that in 2006 (Whitman and

Shoffner, 2011). Therefore, before age 40 the indexed earnings in the data are substantially

lower than total earnings and lower than the indexed earnings implied by the model.

16Figure 5(b) displays the earnings index only up to age 62, because from age 63 forward the model
adjusts the index to reflect the timing of Social Security claims.

17The sample is restricted to males born in 1944 and have earned at least 40 credits (work for 10 years)
by the age of 62. All wages are converted to 2006 constant dollars using the Consumer Price Index. To
maintain comparability with the model, we do not adjust for real wage growth.
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Figure 6: Average Working Hours and Goods Consumption by Age

Hours and Consumption. As shown in Figure 6(a), the model predicts that the life-

cycle profile of working hours declines over almost all of the life cycle. At younger ages,

borrowing-constrained younger workers work extended hours to build up their wealth

(Low, 2005). As wealth accumulates, hours begin to fall. Hours decline sharply after

age 60, as many workers transit to part-time jobs. The switch to part-time work reflects

the decline in the age-efficiency profile, the increase in asset wealth, and the disincentives

generated by the Earnings Test and benefit taxation. Bad-health individuals work fewer

hours at every age, consistent with their reduced time endowment (captured by φh). The

hours profiles documented in French (2005, Figures 2 and 3) show similar patterns.

Figure 6(b) displays life-cycle consumption profiles. The shape of the consumption

profiles resembles the shape of the efficiency profile, for two reasons. First, because low-

earning younger workers cannot borrow against higher future earnings, their consumption

tracks their income, and thus rises with age (Gourinchas and Parker, 2002). Second, with

ν > 1 consumption and leisure are substitutes (Low, 2005). As workers retire, they

substitute leisure for consumption, leading to sharp drops in consumption around ages 60
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and 85.

Income Taxes on Social Security Benefits. In the model, about 31% of Social

Security recipients pay income taxes on Social Security benefits, about three-quarters of

the 2005 value of 39% (CBO, 2015). Among those who pay positive income taxes on their

Social Security benefits, average taxable benefits are $5,828 and average taxes are $1,101.

In the model, income taxes on Social Security benefits equal about 2.3% of total Social

Security benefits. This is less than half of the value for 2006, 5.7%.18 One likely reason

why the model generates a smaller ratio is that it abstracts from household structure,

treating everyone as single. While the taxation of benefits for married couples depends

on their joint income, the benefit taxation thresholds for couples are only about 30%

higher than those for singles.19 Another potential reason is that the model assumes that

individuals are fully aware that their Social Security benefits may be taxed when they

make their claiming decisions. If individuals do not learn about the tax before they claim,

they will likely claim earlier and pay more taxes than the model predicts. To understand

the impact of the information channel, in Section 6 we examine a case where individuals

do not know about the income taxation of Social Security benefits until one year after

they claim benefits.

5 Policy Experiments

We assess the impact of benefit taxation through six policy experiments. These are, in

order:

18Income taxes on Social Security benefits are divided between the Social Security and Medicare Trust
Funds. (There are also income taxes on Disability Insurance benefits that are directed to the Disability
Insurance Trust Fund, which we ignore in our model.) In 2006, $15.6 billion of such taxes were directed
to the Social Security fund (Social Security Administration 2007, Table IV.A1) and $10.3 billion to the
Medicare fund (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 2007, Table II.B1). Total Social Security
benefits were $454.5 (Social Security Administration 2007, Table IV.A1) for a ratio of (15.6+10.3)/454.5
= 5.7%.

19The two thresholds for married couples are $32,000 and $44,000, which are, respectively, 28% and
29% greater than those of singles.
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1. Eliminating the income taxation of Social Security benefits

2. Eliminating the Social Security Earnings Test

3. Eliminating both benefit taxation and the Earnings Test

4. Making 85% of Social Security benefits subject to income taxation at any income

level

5. Eliminating the second taxation threshold ($34,000) and conversion rate (85%) in-

troduced by the 1993 legislation

6. Adjusting the two taxation thresholds to reflect inflation between 1993 and 2006.

In all experiments, the Social Security payroll tax (τ ss) is adjusted to preserve the

balance of the combined Social Security and Medicare budgets:

∫ [
T
(
ra+W + SS(ss∗, ra,W )

)
− T

(
ra+W

)
+ τmcrW + τ ss min{W, yss}

+ T et
j (ss,W ) + pmcrIj≥JM

]
µ(x̃) dx̃

= GOAIHI +

∫ [
ss+ (m−Q)Ij≥JM

]
µ(x̃) dx̃;

where GOAIHI denotes the surplus of the Social Security and Medicare systems in the

benchmark economy and is fixed across different experiments.

5.1 No Income Taxes on Social Security Benefits

The first policy reform we consider is the complete elimination of Social Security benefit

taxation. The effects of this reform can be seen by comparing column (0) of Table 4,

which shows results for the baseline model, to column (1). Eliminating benefit taxation

raises the aggregate employment rate by 1.2 percentage points, from 79.0% to 80.2%. The

solid line in Figure 7(a) shows how employment changes over the life cycle. The largest

effects are after age 65, reflecting that workers near retirement are sensitive to changes in

the after-tax wage (French and Jones 2012, Karabarbounis 2016).
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Table 4: Comparisons across Stationary Economies

SSB not No earn- SSB always Single Thresholds
Benchmark taxable ings test Neither taxable threshold indexed

(0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: Aggregate Statistics
Participation 78.96% 80.18% 79.12% 80.60% 79.20% 79.31% 79.89%
Hours|work 33.51% 33.31% 33.48% 33.26% 33.63% 33.46% 33.27%
Efficiency units +0.95% +0.10% +1.23% +0.85% +0.37% +0.23%
Mean assets ($000’s) 100.5 101.9 100.7 103.4 102.9 101.2 101.2
Mean cons. ($000’s) 23.4 23.6 23.4 23.8 23.6 23.5 23.5

Panel B: Government Budget (Dollars per capita)
OASDI+HI
Revenue 5,172 5,183 5,058 5,003 5,187 5,198 5,164
Expenditure 4,227 4,238 41,14 4,058 4,242 4,253 4,219
Balance 945 945 945 945 945 945 945
General Budget
Revenue 6,195 6,261 6,203 6,289 6,281 6,223 6,207
Expenditure 7,140 7,133 7,143 7,129 7,148 7,138 7,135
Balance -945 -872 -940 -839 -867 -915 -929
Panel C: General Equilibrium Variables
OASDI tax 12.40% 12.42% 12.36% 12.26% 11.46% 12.34% 12.45%
Bequests 2,195 2,258 2,194 2,273 2,154 2,215 2,216
Panel D: Welfare
CEV 0.32% 0.04% 0.60% 0.74% 0.19% 0.06%

In contrast to employment, average hours of work for workers falls when benefit taxes

are eliminated. Figure 7(b) reveals that around age 65, hours of work fall, as new workers

work fewer hours than existing ones. Hours also fall around age 30, perhaps because

people substitute increased earnings at older ages for earnings at younger ages. Average

hours of work do rise after age 70, but because workers at these older ages work fewer

hours than workers at younger ages, increases in employment at these ages still pull down

average hours.

To measure the overall change in labor supply, we track labor efficiency units. This

measure incorporates not only participation and hours of work, but also skill heterogeneity

and the efficiency loss associated with part-time work. Eliminating benefit taxation causes

efficiency units to increase by 0.95%. Total labor supply thus moves in the same direction

as participation and with a similar magnitude. The taxation of Social Security benefits

alters the aggregate labor supply primarily through the extensive margin.
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(d) Median Assets

Figure 7: Life-cycle Effects of Policy Reforms: Experiments (1)-(3)

Table 4 also shows that removing the income tax on Social Security benefits increases

consumption, and assets, especially for the elderly population (see Figure 7(d)).

To balance the combined Social Security and Medicare budget, the payroll tax rate

rises slightly from 12.40% to 12.42%. Total spending on Social Security increases, even

though eliminating benefit taxation leads individuals to claim Social Security benefits at

earlier ages (Figure 7(c)), and in the cross-sectional aggregate earlier claiming reduces
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total Social Security spending.20 This is explained by increased use of the Earning Test,

which withholds some early claimers’ current benefits but credits their future benefits,

causing an increase in cross-sectional aggregate spending. This reform to Social Security

has spillover effects on other government programs: the increase in the aggregate labor

supply increases general government revenues by 1.1%, and the increase in assets reduces

government spending on means-tested transfers, leading general government spending to

fall by 0.1%.21

Finally, to measure the welfare implications of the reform, we calculate the ex-ante

consumption equivalent variation (CEV), the proportional increase in lifetime consump-

tion needed to make a newborn individual in the benchmark economy as well off as a

newborn in the counterfactual economy.22 We also calculate the CEV separately for dif-

ferent ages, and for two permanent income levels: high-income individuals who have an

earnings index ej above the median level of their age group, and low-income individuals

who have an earnings index below the median. While individuals aged 60 and below

are sorted according to their current earnings index ej, individuals older than 60 are

sorted according to their age-60 earnings index e60, to remove the effects of retirement

and claiming choices on the earnings index.

20From the perspective of the individual, who discounts future benefits at her after-tax interest rate,
early claiming maximizes the present discounted value of benefits. In a cross-sectional aggregate, however,
payments made to older individuals are given the same weight as payments made to younger individuals
(with modest adjustments for population growth). In this case, earlier claiming reduces the sum.

21Direct government spending is held fixed throughout the experiments.

22We calculate this as
(

lifetime utilityreform−utility from bequestsbenchmark

lifetime utilitybenchmark−utility from bequestsbenchmark

)1/[γ(1−σ)]
− 1, with all utility

measured ex-ante.
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Figure 8: CEV for Each Policy Reform, by Age and by Earnings Group
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As reported in Table 4, the ex-ante CEV is 0.32%, indicating that eliminating the

tax increases welfare. The work disincentives of the benefit tax are most potent at older

ages, when labor supply is extremely elastic. Replacing it with a payroll tax that operates

evenly at all ages shifts the tax to less elastic workers. Figure 8(a) displays the CEV by

age and by earnings index. As shown in the figure, the reform benefits individuals of

most age groups at both income levels, with the exception that it creates a small loss for

high-income individuals around age 60. The loss arises because individuals respond to the

change in tax distortions by shifting their labor supply to older ages, leading individuals

around age 60 to be worse off.

The comparisons plotted in Figure 8 are between two permanent tax regimes, where

individuals face the same tax incentives over their entire lives. Figure 8(a) thus does not

give the change in welfare for a, say, 60-year-old in the baseline model who is suddenly

switched to the no-benefit-taxation regime, and is thus not a direct guide to how people

in the baseline economy would vote if given the opportunity to end the income taxation

of Social Security benefits. Nonetheless, Figure 8(a) suggests that proposals to eliminate

benefit taxation should receive broad political support.

Table 5: Effects of Eliminating Benefit Taxation by Earnings Quintile and Age Group

Earnings Change in Employment Change in Hours|Work

Quintile Ages 60-69 Ages 70-84 Ages 60-69 Ages 70-84
Bottom 0.003 0.023 0.000 0.014
Second 0.007 0.034 0.002 0.013
Third 0.017 0.044 0.000 0.012
Fourth 0.028 0.064 -0.003 0.002
Top 0.050 0.084 -0.009 -0.026

Notes: Comparison uses distribution of state variables found in benchmark economy. Earnings quintiles
based on the earnings index at age 60.

To further illuminate the mechanics of benefit taxation, Table 5 shows how eliminating

the tax affects employment and hours at different lifetime earnings quintiles. To construct

Table 5 we sort individuals by their age-60 earnings index (e60) and then calculate differ-
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ences in average employment and hours of work for different older age groups. Using the

distribution of the state variables generated by the benchmark model at every age, we

evaluate both the benchmark decision rules and the no-tax decision rules at every point

in the state space, then take averages. Because we are holding fixed the distribution of

state variables, the differences shown in Table 5 are essentially static – they are the im-

mediate responses to an unexpected policy change. This makes them easier to interpret

but different from the results in Table 4 and Figure 7.

Table 5 shows that removing benefit taxation has almost no effect on employment

in the bottom lifetime earnings quintile. The earnings of these individuals are so low

(on average, e60 = $18, 988) that their combined income usually lies below the taxation

threshold. At higher lifetime earnings quintiles, in contrast, employment increases signif-

icantly when benefit taxes are removed, as these individuals have more benefits subject

to taxation and higher marginal income tax rates on earnings.

Individuals with sufficiently high unearned income, however, will have their benefits

taxed fully even if they don’t work at all. For these people, removing benefit taxation

results in a pure income effect that discourages labor supply. Page and Conway (2015) find

that the introduction of the benefits tax in 1983 caused individuals with high combined

income to increase their participation. This contrasts with our model, where eliminating

benefit taxation increases labor supply even at the highest income quintile, suggesting that

the substitution effects of the benefits tax still dominate the income effects. Our results

may differ because the 1993 modifications increased both the rate at which benefits become

taxable and the total potential tax liability, or because we sort on lifetime earnings rather

than combined income. As we show below in experiment 4, making benefits fully taxable

leads individuals to supply more labor, which is evidence for the income effect.

The last two columns of Table 5 show that eliminating benefit taxation leads hours

of work to increase at the bottom of the earnings distribution but decrease (or increase

much less) at the top. Two mechanisms are at play. Individuals who worked under benefit
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taxation work more hours when the taxes are eliminated. However, eliminating the tax

also leads new workers to enter the market. The new entrants tend to work fewer hours,

reducing the overall average. The first effect dominates at the bottom of the earnings

distribution, where there are few new workers, while the composition effect dominates at

the top earnings quintiles. Overall, we find that for all income quintiles and both age

groups, the extensive margin of adjustment (employment) is much more important than

the intensive margin of adjustment (hours of work).

Burman et al. (2014) examine the distribution of combined income among Social Se-

curity recipients to see if income is bunched at either of the benefit taxation thresholds.

Finding no evidence of bunching except among some of the self-employed, they conclude

that benefit taxation has little effect, probably because its mechanisms are too compli-

cated for retirees to understand. To check for bunching, Figure 9 shows the distribution of

combined income generated by the model under different policy regimes. Panel (a) shows

income distributions for Social Security recipients aged 62-64, while panel (b) shows dis-

tributions for people aged 70-84 who all have received Social Security benefits. In the

benchmark specification of the model, there are no jumps in the distribution function

around the earnings threshold. Moreover, while eliminating benefit taxation shifts the

distribution of combined income to the right, the shape of the distribution function is

very similar to the shape of the distribution function in the benchmark specification.

This is consistent with the general finding that in our model the aggregate effects of

benefit taxation occur mainly along the extensive margin.23 In practice, Social Security

beneficiaries deciding whether to work at all do not need to know the exact taxation for-

mula; they need only to know that working will lead to significantly higher income taxes.

Bunching analyses cannot identify these effects.

23Table 5 suggests that eliminating benefit taxation does increase hours of work among those aged
70-84 in the bottom four quintiles. Figure 9(b) shows that even among this group, there is little evidence
of bunching.
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Figure 9: Cumulative Distribution Functions of Combined Income among Social Security
Recipients: Experiments (1)-(3)

5.2 No Earnings Test

Column (2) of Table 4 shows the outcomes that result when the Earnings Test is elimi-

nated. Eliminating the Earnings Test has very modest effects on participation and total

efficiency units, while hours of work are almost unchanged. Recall that the Earnings

Test reduces current benefits but increases future benefits. Because the crediting rates

are close to actuarially fair, the net tax generated by the Earnings Test is close to zero.

There is also a key interaction between the Earnings Test and benefit taxation. Because

the effect of benefit taxation is capped by the size of the benefit itself, the Earnings Test

reduces the impact of benefit taxation on current work, by reducing current benefits, and

it increases its effect on future work, by increasing future benefits. Since most people

work more at younger ages, the way in which the Earnings Test moves the tax burden to

the future may well increase lifetime labor supply.

Eliminating the Earnings Test has a larger effect on Social Security claiming. Fig-

ure 7(c) shows that removing the Earnings Test reduces the number of Social Security
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recipients at ages 62-69. There are several competing forces. For people who wish to

receive benefits early and continue working, removing the Earnings Test eliminates a dis-

incentive to early claiming. For people who prefer to gradually shift from labor income

to Social Security benefits over several years and use the Earnings Test as a way to regu-

late their benefits, removing the Earnings Test may discourage early claiming. Moreover,

removing the Earnings Test leaves more current benefits vulnerable to income taxation,

which also discourages early claiming. The latter two forces dominate the first, resulting

in claiming delays.

A number of studies have shown that the distribution of earnings among Social Se-

curity recipients is bunched just below the earnings tax thresholds: see the review in

Engelhardt and Kumar (2014). The standard interpretation is that many of the bene-

ficiaries are unaware of the crediting dimension of the Earnings Test and view it as a

pure tax (Engelhardt and Kumar, 2014). The smooth distribution functions shown in

Figure 9(a) suggest that the Earnings Test generates no earnings bunching within our

model.24 This in large part reflects the fixed cost of work, which leads the labor supply

decision to be one mostly of participation rather than hours. Nonetheless, hours decisions

in the data do appear to be more sensitive to the Earnings Test than benefit taxation.25

One reason for this may be that individual earnings are easier to measure and control

than combined income, which includes asset and spousal income. From this perspective,

it is not surprising that Burman et al. (2014) find the most evidence of income bunching

among the self-employed, who have more control over their total incomes.

Turning to welfare implications, the elimination of the Earnings Test produces an

ex-ante gain equivalent to 0.04% of the lifetime consumption. However, as shown in

Figure 8(b), the experiment makes older groups worse off, as individuals who claim early

need to pay more income taxes on their Social Security benefits.

24Plotting the distribution of earnings, rather than combined income, does not change the conclusion.
25Engelhardt and Kumar (2014) conclude that “there is little consensus on the extensive margin (par-

ticipation) response” to the Earnings Test (page 456).
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5.3 No Earnings Test or Benefit Taxation

Column (3) of Table 4 shows the outcomes that result when we combine the previous

two experiments and eliminate both the Earnings Test and the income taxation of So-

cial Security benefits. This exercise is particularly useful in illustrating the interactions

between benefit taxation and the Earnings Test. When benefits are not taxed, removing

the Earnings Test increases efficiency units by 0.28% (1.23% – 0.95%), almost tripling the

increase of 0.10% shown in column (2), where benefits are taxed;26 moreover, removing

the earnings test increases welfare by 0.28% (0.60% – 0.32%), seven times the increase of

0.04% shown in column (2). However, the effects of removing the Earnings Test on labor

supply and ex-ante welfare are always smaller than those of removing benefit taxation.

5.4 Unconditional Benefit Taxation

Our next experiment is to assume that 85% of Social Security benefits are subject to

income taxation in all circumstances. With this change, the “double taxation” of earnings,

where higher earnings increase the portion of benefits subject to taxation, no longer

occurs. By reducing the after-tax value of Social Security benefits, benefit taxation still

reduces the lifetime returns to working. But this forward-looking substitution effect is

much smaller than the sum of forward-looking and direct substitution effects found in

the benchmark economy, while the income effect is much larger than in the benchmark

economy. Moreover, as column (4) of Table 4 shows, the increase in income-related benefit

taxes allows the government to lower the payroll tax, from 12.40% to 11.46%. It is thus

not surprising that making benefit taxation independent of combined income leads to

significant increases in employment (0.30%), hours (0.36%), labor supply (0.85%) and

wealth (2.39%).

26As shown in Figure 7(a), employment increases sharply around age 25, because individuals of this
age group are close to indifferent between working or not, as evidenced by the change in employment
between ages 20 and 30 (Figure 3), and their labor supply decisions are sensitive to how benefit taxation
affects the total returns to work.
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Our findings are consistent with Page and Conway’s (2015) empirical results. They

conclude that among the beneficiaries who would pay the full benefit tax even if they

didn’t work, the introduction of the benefit tax in 1983 led to higher employment. We

find that average hours of work increase as well, in contrast to all the other experiments

in Table 4. With less after-tax income, but a lower marginal tax rate on earnings, older

workers increase their hours.
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Figure 10: Life-cycle Effects of Policy Reforms: Experiments (4)-(6)
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Figure 10(a) shows that much of the employment increase occurs after age 68, when

most individuals have claimed Social Security benefits (see Figures 4 and 10(c)). Employ-

ment also increases before age 50, suggesting that the effect of a lower current payroll tax

rate dominates the effect of lower future after-tax Social Security benefits. Figure 10(c)

shows that making benefits unconditionally taxable also leads to significant delays in So-

cial Security claiming. With progressive income taxes, tax rates on benefits likely fall

with age. Working individuals may be willing to trade current benefits for higher future

benefits if the latter are taxed at lower rates. Table 4 shows that aggregate Social Security

benefits do rise, albeit modestly.

From an individual’s perspective, however, later claiming reduces the present dis-

counted value of benefits. With later claiming and more income taxes on benefits, older

individuals receive fewer after-tax benefits over their retirement and rely more heavily on

their savings. Figure 10(d) shows when benefits are taxed unconditionally, individuals

bring more wealth into retirement but consume it at a faster rate. After age 80, assets

fall below their benchmark levels.

Overall, making benefits unconditionally taxable leads to higher consumption and a

shift from regressive payroll taxes to progressive income taxes. The ex-ante CEV for this

reform is 0.74%, the highest across all experiments. As shown in Figure 8(d), however,

older individuals, especially those with high income, lose from the reform. This suggests

that proposals to make Social Security benefits fully and unconditionally taxable would

face significant political opposition from the elderly.

5.5 A Single Threshold for the Income Taxation of Benefits

For our fifth experiment, we remove the benefit taxation provisions introduced in 1993. In

particular, we remove the second combined income threshold of $34,000 and the associated

rate at which benefits are converted to taxable income, 85%, but keep the original income
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threshold of $25,000 and the original conversion rate of 50%. Column (5) of Table 4 and

the crossed lines in Figure 10 show the outcomes. Because this reform is essentially a

partial elimination of benefit taxation, its effects are reduced versions of the effects shown

in column (1), where benefit taxation was eliminated completely.

5.6 Indexing the Income Thresholds in the Benefit Taxation

Formula

The final reform we consider is to raise the combined income thresholds for benefit tax-

ation, which are not indexed, to reflect inflation between 1993 and 2006. Column (6) of

Table 4 displays the results. Raising the taxation thresholds reduces the income effect

and shifts the substitution effect from individuals who have lower combined income to

individuals who have greater combined income. Figure 10 shows that while raising the

thresholds increases participation at older ages, hours of work fall. This is consistent

with substitution effects operating along the intensive margin for individuals who would

work more hours if the thresholds are not indexed to inflation. (As before, there are

composition effects as well.) Moreover, increasing the thresholds reduces the revenues

collected through the progressive income tax, necessitating an increase in the regressive

payroll tax. It is instructive to compare the effects of this reform to the effects of making

benefit taxation independent of other income. The current reform, which weakens income

effects and alters substitution effects in ambiguous ways, leads to higher payroll taxes.

The earlier reform, which weakened substitution effects while preserving income effects,

led to lower payroll taxes.
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6 Institutional Knowledge

In the above analysis, we assumed that individuals have perfect information about how

their Social Security benefits are taxed. This may be a strong assumption: Greenwald et

al. (2010, Figure 8) find that only 57% of those aged 25-65 are aware that they may have to

pay income taxes on their Social Security benefits. In practice, many individuals may not

understand the tax treatment of Social Security benefits until they begin receiving benefits

themselves. At that point, individuals owing income taxes on their benefits will have to

either include them in their quarterly estimated tax payments or have them withheld

from their benefits (Social Security Administration, 2016b), making them much better

informed. To assess the importance of the full-information assumption, we simulate a

limited-information version of the model where individuals first learn about Social Security

benefit taxation the year after they claim benefits. To isolate the effect of information,

throughout the experiment we hold all general equilibrium variables at their benchmark

economy values.

Conforming with the guess in Section 4.5, imposing limited information raises the

amount of income taxes collected from Social Security benefits. Compared to the bench-

mark economy, we find the percentage of Social Security recipients who pay taxes on their

benefits rises from 31.4 to 33.4%, and the ratio of benefit taxes to total benefits rises by

0.4 percentage points (from 2.3 to 2.7 percent).

Figure 11 displays the changes in employment, hours of work, Social Security claims,

and median assets from the benchmark economy for two counterfactual economies: one

with limited information and income taxes on Social Security benefits (solid line), and

the other without income taxes on Social Security benefits (dashed line). The latter

specification appeared above, with general equilibrium effects added, as experiment 1. As

shown in Figure 11(c), these two counterfactual economies have identical Social Security

claiming patterns, as workers in both economies make their claiming decisions under the
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Figure 11: Life-Cycle Profiles under Limited Information and No Benefit Taxation: Partial
Equilbrium Changes from the Benchmark Economy

assumption of no taxes. Comparison with the benchmark economy suggests that advance

knowledge of income taxation leads individuals to delay claiming.

Figure 11(a) shows that the employment rate is greater in the counterfactual economy

with limited information than in the benchmark economy. After becoming aware of

the negative effect of benefit taxation – not acccounted for in their prior decisions –
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individuals want to work more to pay for the unexpected tax burden. The change in

employment between the benchmark economy and the economy with limited information

is much smaller, however, than that between the economy with limited information and the

economy without benefit taxation; the effects of removing advance knowledge of benefit

taxation are much smaller than the effects of removing the taxes themselves. This suggests

that the taxation of Social Security benefits has significant effects even when (initially)

unanticipated.

7 Concluding Remarks

In 2000, President Clinton signed the Senior Citizens Freedom to Work Act, which elim-

inated the Earnings Test for Social Security beneficiaries at or beyond the NRA. The

effects of this act, and the Earnings Test in general, have been studied in some detail.

In contrast, relatively little attention has been given to another tax provision that may

discourage work at older ages, namely the income taxation of Social Security benefits.

This is an unfortunate oversight. Because the portion of benefits subject to taxation

is increasing in combined income, benefit taxation can at times significantly reduce the

after-tax returns to work.

In this paper, we have assessed the taxation of Social Security benefits using a de-

tailed dynamic life-cycle model of labor supply, saving and Social Security claiming. Our

principal finding is that the way in which the taxes are calculated significantly lowers the

returns to work at older ages, when labor supply is especially elastic. Severing this link

by either eliminating benefit taxation or, even better, making the portion of benefits that

are taxed completely independent of other income, would be quite beneficial.

We also find that among many dimensions the effects of reforming or eliminating the

benefit tax are much larger than the effects of eliminating the Earnings Test. It may

be the case that misunderstandings of the tax code lead older workers to overreact to
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the Earnings Test and under-react to the taxation of benefits. The magnitudes of our

results suggest, however, that the reform of the benefit taxation provisions deserves serious

consideration.
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